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The use of building limes have increased
considerably in recent years and for very good
reason, these relatively simple materials are
essential to the structural welfare of historic
buildings, A fact that has not escaped my attention
whilst working with these materials over the last
seventeen years or so. While today this is much
better understood in building conservation, its
virtues are receiving a growing appreciation from
mainstream builders and property owners, who
having used them and witnessed the benefits, are
willing converts to an ideal that has been
understood by previous generations for over a
thousand years in this country alone.
Our loss of knowledge for building limes has
evolved over the last 100 years for a number of reasons; without doubt the introduction of Ordinary
Portland Cement (O.P.C.) had the biggest impact on the building industry, patented in 1824 the wholesale
displacement of lime for cement did not take place until the twentieth century, and only then following a
series of radical events; major investment in the cement industry in the 1930’s closely linked to the defence
of the nation and other military needs and requirements of World War 2, followed by the subsequent
rebuilding following five years of unprecedented destruction. The properties of cement had been
recognised for many years prior to this period, but the economies of scale and the traditionalist nature of the
building industry still favoured the more established material. However, the complete acceptance of OPC
came from a lack of knowledge, from an industry that simply wouldn’t have known or appreciated at the time,
the implications to a building system that had been empirically tested for more than a thousand years. Such
rapid displacement resulted with an industry that had virtually lost its ability, let alone its acceptance to use
any type of lime, banished by a material that is today produced on such a scale that the smaller independent
lime producers of yesteryear would be in awe of.
The traditional limekilns that were scattered the length and breadth of the country were often small
provincial industries producing a wide range of limes, each offering different properties dependant upon its
geology along with other factors such as the kiln itself, the fuel used, even the skill of the lime burner. Here
in Cornwall we have always had to rely on imported material, originally brought in by sea, and generally the
purer non-hydraulic lime from Plymouth (for the South Coast) and the hydraulic limes of South Wales (for
the North Coast). As well as many other sources from around the country, even abroad, dependant upon the
commerce of shipping (long before the Pantechnicons of today). Discharged at any of the little ports dotted
all around our shores, Cornwall had in excess of 230 lime kilns, many of which still survive intact, with all but
a few accessible by sea. The demise of lime and the way it was produced was inevitable, the impact with
advances from industrialisation, especially the introduction of the railways along with many other reasons,
all contributed to the displacement of lime.
This article is not anti cement, as cement is a superb material for contemporary construction; it’s intention is
simply an attempt to explain the benefits for using lime and why there is rarely another material as
appropriate, and to offer a brief explanation as to why and how cement creates problems when used on old
buildings. The use of lime is a subject I passionately believe in, along with countless others who accept that
the use of traditional materials and methods are quite simply the best practice when it comes to maintaining
older buildings; they are not the principles of bunch of sandal wearing, tree hugging eccentrics. Techniques,
skills and knowledge that were close to being lost completely, are now considered normal practice by many
professionals and practitioners charged with the care and repair of our built heritage.
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Many people still struggle trying to understand the role of lime in the care and repair of historic buildings,
mystified and very often confused; with many conflicting reports and views being expressed, it is hardly
surprising there is confusion. I am aware of examples where masonry has been built with a cement mortar
then pointed with a lime mortar believing that it’s the lime pointing that’s beneficial. Lime should not be, and
is not, complicated, it is a relatively simple material that like most building jobs simply demands adequate
preparation, and proper curing, or put another way “all limes require babysitting in their infancy.” Many of
the failures, in the vast majority of cases that I deal with are down to poor site practice, which is often no
more than a lack of understanding, which can at times be very frustrating given the lengths we go to here at
Cornish Lime to inform and advise our clients. In 2005 Cornish Lime opened a brand new, purpose built
facility to offer training in the many aspects of “Building Conservation”. It has always been our intention to
freely provide good quality information to our customers, it is after all how we make our living, and what
benefit is there in seeing people having to jump through the same hoops that we’ve had to in order to look
after the unique built heritage of both this County and the region more generally.
Traditionally constructed buildings used materials such as stone, brick, or cob in conjunction with permeable
lime mortars and renders (when and if they could be afforded) to rely on keeping out the weather. The way,
in which these mortars work is through their ability to absorb and release moisture – “breathe” and accept
structural movement. Builders realised that by managing these phenomenons, rather than altering them,
moisture could be kept under control in the vast majority of cases.
Traditional mortars are porous and their ability to allow buildings to breathe must not be altered by the
application of modern compounds such as silicones and the like. Cements are the biggest single cause of
dampness contributing to the decay that many old buildings are subjected to. From my own experiences, at
least 99% of the problems I have dealt with involving damp in older buildings will be down to the use of
cement or modern paints. All too often the advice we offer is too 'late', with expensive works having already
been carried out. The old adage of "there never being enough time to do it properly, but always time to do it
twice." ringing in my ears.
The issue of cost is a non-starter in my view, as I have been unfortunate enough to observe many examples
of repairs where the use of inappropriate materials have created significant problems resulting in yet further
and more costly remedial works having to be carried out, where had they used appropriate materials the first
time around, it would have been the only time and ultimately less costly.

STONEWORK -THE MECHANISM OF DECAY

Composite masonry walls of the type we refer to here have evolved over time to a thickness of 600mm (in
general terms the wider the wall the older the building), which has been found to be the optimum thickness
to keep the weather at bay and buildings dry. Whilst the primary function of the mortar is to keep weather
out and another reason for good, regular maintenance, said masonry can’t be said to be waterproof, by virtue
of its composition and/or the type of masonry units used it’s inevitable that some moisture will be absorbed
into the masonry, hence the importance for allowing the wall to breathe and the main reason for using lime.
All too often in repair works there is an argument for strength, which itself, is very ‘weak’ when it comes to
the care and repair of pre 20th Century buildings, and should rarely if ever, be an issue. Lime is much weaker
than cement and given that the majority of traditional buildings in Cornwall are built using earth mortar, lime
is without doubt the most appropriate material, and the only one that could be described as fit for purpose
in this type of application. Lime mortars are also extremely vapour permeable, which is the key aspect to
their success in composite masonry, as it is this phenomenon that prevents damp, simply by allowing any
moisture in the masonry to be given up as vapour. Cement mortars often demonstrate the opposite
behaviour; being very dense and much less porous it can trap moisture within the fabric holding it captive
within the soft permeable core of traditionally built
structures.
This phenomenon can be further
compounded, as cement mortars are much denser and
more brittle, and when used on weaker substrates the
issue of compatibility is manifested through cracking
from surface tension as a function of the poor
coefficient of strength between the materials,
resulting in additional moisture ingress through
capillary action. Any such increase in moisture
reduces the thermal performance of the wall and
accelerates
deterioration,
encouraging
the
development of timber decay and other moisture
related problems. Not withstanding all the other
problems that cements create as a result of their
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chemical properties from introducing elements totally alien to the original fabric.

•

It is a fact that Stone decay is associated with the use of impermeable mortars, creating two
basic failure mechanisms that can be detrimental to building fabric.

•

Concentration of moisture absorption and evaporation in the stone immediately adjacent to
the mortar joints (Cement mortars hold moisture captive).

•

The production of potentially damaging soluble salts during the setting of the mortar, which is
increased by introducing cement or cement gauged mortars into the equation.
The most effective way to care and repair old building fabric is with lime mortars using
"NO CEMENT WHATSOEVER."

Over the last ten years or so there has been ample research carried out on this issue in both the UK and
throughout Europe, certainly enough to convince most people involved in building conservation that there
really is no justifiable cause to use 'any' cement whatsoever. We are still, essentially a nation of cement
practitioners who had all but forgotten how to use traditional materials, albeit appreciate them. Non
Hydraulic Lime (Lime Putty) was the most common form of lime used in building throughout history but it
must be pointed out that the lime we use today differs greatly from lime used by our forefathers. Lime
burning was carried out in more than 230 limekilns in Cornwall alone, using a range of fuel, whereas today
the lime is extracted from just a few quarries that use modern gas fired, thermally efficient kilns producing a
material that is just so much purer than that used historically and a point that must be taken into account
today. Over the years we have produced countless Tonnes of lime putty for many differing applications, yet
we must understand that lime putty was a material used for the most part by plasterers. Builders used lime
and produced mortars very differently to that of plasterers, a fact that is rarely considered when considering
the choice of binder.
Lime Putty (Non Hydraulic Lime) sets through carbonation, which is the process of reabsorbing CO2, which
was burnt off during its time in the kiln, (The Lime Cycle - see diagram). The carbonation phase, whilst the
most important is probably the least understood and the reason behind the statement that all limes need
babysitting in their infancy – the curing process.
The properties of Hydraulic Limes have been known about for many years and exploited by countless
generations of professionals and practitioners. The earliest documented work, worthy of note, is from the
work of John Smeaton in the 1750’s, for the construction of the Eddystone lighthouse lying some 20 miles
off the South Devon coast at Plymouth. The French Engineer Louis Vicat is credited with the classification of
hydraulic limes in the early part of the Nineteenth Century; by which they are often still referred as; feeble,
moderate and eminent - weak, medium and strong.
Hydraulic Lime mortars, offer many "essential" advantages
over the use of cement mortars, no more so than for
renders, but by no means limited to this aspect alone. Being
much softer than cement once fully set, they still offer
similar physical characteristics to that of cement, with all
the virtues of lime. Their properties more than justify their
use in contemporary applications, where 'high' strength is
seldom needed, yet adequate strength is essential.
Hydraulic lime mortars provide this and much more
besides. The Cornish Lime Company stocks the St.Astier
range of Pure and Natural Hydraulic Limes as well as many
other associatedproducts the company manufactures.
Specifiers and Users alike, have the right to have as much
information as possible on the composition of the hydraulic
limes they use and the expected performance of the
mortars, together with an indication of Applications and
Best Working Practices. I challenge anyone to name a
company other than St.Astier, who produce quite as much
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information for dissemination as they do, with a pedigree that goes back at least one hundred and fifty years.
For further in depth information on these products along with practical guidance notes, please view the UK
St.Astier web site at www.stastier.co.uk

Classification of Hydraulic Limes

Classification of hydraulic limes is central to their performance and specification. Specific properties of
Lime will be dependent on their individual geological composition, and/or manufacture. It is therefore vital
to know them without needing a degree in chemistry in order to understand them or their individual
characteristics. I am not advocating the exclusive use of hydraulic limes over non-hydraulic limes, as this
would indeed be misguided and rather naive, as non-hydraulic limes are often the most appropriate
medium for softer masonry materials and many other aspects of use. It is more a question of its function,
Vicat Classification
Proposed European
Availible free lime to comply with NHL definition
Standard EN459-1
%
EN459-1
St. Astier
Feeble
NHL 2
>15
50-60
Moderate
NHL 3.5
>9
20-25
Moderate/Eminent
NHL 5
>3
15-20
Up to 20% addition
NHL-Z
with specific regard to exposure, and the materials suitability of purpose. Where there is high exposure
then the use of a hydraulic lime should without doubt be considered.

All Limes offer positive environmental benefits in so much that
•
•
•

Carbon Dioxide expelled from the stone during kilning is reabsorbed during Carbonation of the
mortar – depending on the lime type.
Being 'Weaker' they allow the re-use of salvageable materials such as Brick and stone (A subject worthy
of its own technical paper).
Lime is produced using much less energy than cement.

Little mention has so far been given to sands and 'their' suitability. The aggregate is fundamentally important
to the mortars permeability properties, performance, appearance, workability and colour. When dealing
with historic mortars the original source of aggregate will have expired, but careful analysis and sourcing of
available aggregates can lead to a very close match. The Cornish Lime Company keeps a comprehensive
stock of sands along with a library of sands available from throughout the South of England, most controlled
by relevant British standards. Although there are a wide range of sands available, not all are necessarily
suitable for example rendering, we would nearly always recommend a well graded sand ranging from 4 mm
to 75 microns for bonding and scratch coats with a well graded fine sand for the top coat. For further
information regarding sand please consult the relevant Cornish Lime Co literature or call to discuss.

GLOSSARY

The following are brief descriptions for the most common terms or words used with reference to building
limes, and are by no means definitive, for further information please consult the Cornish Lime Co.
LIMESTONE - CALCIUM CARBONATE (CaCO3)
Sedimentary rock composed almost entirely of planktonic and shelly deposits, which formed large calcium
carbonate beds, known more commonly as Limestone, laid down millions of years ago during the
carboniferous period some 290 to 360 million years ago.
LIME PUTTY (NON HYDRAULIC LIME), FAT LIME, AIR LIME CALCIUM HYDROXIDE Ca(OH2)
Cornish Lime produce lime putty by adding quicklime to water (see
slaking, below) run to liquid then allowed to mature, the longer the
better. CLC guarantees its lime putty to have been laid down for a
minimum of four months prior to selling. The process of laying lime
down in suspension allows a crystal structure to grow yielding a
material completely different to the Hydrated Lime purchased from
the builder’s merchant. Non hydraulic limes set as a result of
reabsorbing atmospheric Co2 in the process known as carbonation
and proper curing requiring plenty of care.
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HYDRAULIC LIME

The limestone used for this material derives from
naturally occurring deposits of limestone (calcium
carbonate) containing clay/silica impurities, holding
varying amounts of silicates or aluminates. These
reactive compounds, when kilned, combine with
the calcium oxide giving a "hydraulic" set. Called
hydraulic owing to their ability to make a set under
water, and their suitability for use in damp or wet
situations. Setting and hardening occur primarily
by crystallisation of the silicate of lime after the
introduction of water to a processed dry hydrate, in
much the same way as cement mortars are knocked
up.

POZZOLAN

Fine powder material added to non-hydraulic lime
mortars in order to accelerate the set. A material
which in its self possesses little or no cementitious value but will, in finely divided form and in the presence
of moisture, react with calcium hydroxide to form compounds possessing cementitious properties. The term
pozzolan derives from the Italian region of Pozzuoli near Naples where the local volcanic ash was used and
exploited by the Romans. Other materials that fit the criteria would be finely crushed brick dust, clay tiles,
low sulphate pulverised fuel ash (P.F.A.). The most effective pozzolan we are aware of is Metastar 501.
Produced here in Devon & Cornwall from Calcined china clay.

QUICKLIME - LUMP LIME - (CALCIUM OXIDE) (CaO)

The material produced from burning limestone, traditionally burnt at temperatures of around 900 deg C,
today burnt at much higher temperatures in modern, thermally efficient kilns, producing a much purer lime
than that produced in the traditional coal fired kilns. Today's lime production is for use primarily in industries
such as steelworks, chemical production, purification, and manufacturing etc.

SLAKING

The process of converting the calcium oxide (quicklime) to calcium hydroxide - Ca(OH2). The process is an
exothermic reaction, and a somewhat violent one between the quicklime and water with a lot of heat
generated (up to 300ºC!) in what can be a dangerous operation. The lime is dissolved to a milk of lime,
which then has to be matured to form a thick paste, or putty.

Summary

Non hydraulic (Lime Putty) mortars have been the predominant mortars used on historic building fabric,
however, their modern equivalent will not be the same as that produced from traditional kilns. Lime
produced today is made primarily for the chemical industry and will have completely different
characteristics to the Lime produced historically. Traditional lime would have been produced in a completely
different fashion.
Even the use of pozzolans, whilst offering advantages will not provide total solutions to every requirement.
Exposures such as chimneys, copings, wall tops and other such vulnerable locations demand a more durable
material, Pozzolans can add to both confusion and cost, whilst trying to mimic the qualities of proven
hydraulic materials. Lime putty mortars have other limitations, especially during frost prone months, when
it should not be used externally, or where at all vulnerable to this element. They can be temperamental,
requiring knowledgeable and sympathetic Specifiers, Contractors and above all Clients
These are but two of the drawbacks for fat limes, however, anyone used to working with fat limes for renders
or mortars will favour their improved working properties over those of hydraulic limes every time.

Hydraulic Lime: After many years of working with both fat lime and Hydraulic Lime, I am very
comfortable with the use of these materials, especially the St.Astier ranges of hydraulic limes and
have yet to arrive at a situation or application that one of the three grades cannot meet. After many
years of manufacturing quality lime putty, I find it increasingly harder to recommend lime putty to the trade,
in the simple knowledge that it will be out performed by an ‘Appropriate’ St.Astier material.

The introduction of the St.Astier materials into the Cornish Lime Company's product range is an
arrangement that I am very happy to accommodate. St.Astier is a Pure and Natural material from a company
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totally committed to quality, with Technical support and
Literature second to none, and a pedigree in
manufacturing hydraulic lime from the same site
(continuously), since 1851. A place I have visited many
times with countless professionals from the industry, to
a company without covert manufacturing procedures
and one only too pleased to demonstrate their
processes and commitment to quality.
My background as that of a mason with years of
practical experience and from owning and managing a
building company over many years here in Cornwall
puts us in a very good position to offer valuable help and assistance to our clients as required. We are happy
to discuss, even visit sites, “where appropriate,” in order to evaluate and assist specifiers and clients in
preparing specifications, for both the Technical and practical suitability of these materials.
For further advice or specific technical data sheets on the many aspects only touched on here, please don't
hesitate to contact me or the team at the Cornish Lime Company, or browse our own web site
www.cornishlime.co.uk or that for St.Astier at www.stastier.co.uk.
Phil Brown
.

The information given in this document is for guidance purposes only and is not intended to be a specification.
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